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Introduction

Our goal was to add voice support for J.B. Hunt’s existing Carrier 360 Mobile 
application. This will enable drivers to safely interact with the application while on 
the road. We used Microsoft’s machine-learning language understanding service: 
LUIS to provide the core language support for the application.



High Level Architecture



Client Design

We aim to enhance user friendliness and save driver’s valued time by improving J.B. 
Hunt’s Carrier 360 Mobile Application to include support for vocal interaction.



UI - Voice Screen
❖ Preliminary Design Process

➢ Color Scheme

➢ Item Locations

❖ React Native Client
➢ Components

➢ Views

■ TouchableHighlights

■ Animations



Client - Server Contact
❖ React Native Client interacts with the 

bot server via the DirectLine API
➢ DirectLine API is a specific channel of a bot 

server that

■ Facilitates sending messages

■ Keeps track of the conversation context 

and history

■ Provides hints that tell the client if an 

immediate response is necessary



Server Design

The chatbot itself was designed such that it is intuitive to use. The users should not 
feel too frustrated with the experience to the point to where they prefer to use a 
touch screen interface. 



Server Design - Dialog Workflows



LUIS
❖ Interprets intents based on user 

utterances
❖ Parses utterances for parameters used 

by those intents
❖ We used LUIS to determine:

➢ How the user wants to search for a load

➢ If users want to skip certain options

➢ If users want to provide certain metrics like 

locations, load numbers, and empty miles

➢ If users need help deciding what to do



Bot Server
❖ The Azure bot framework:

➢ Allows users to carry on a conversation with a 

chat bot

➢ Allows developers to script conversations that 

occur with users

❖ Conversation logic is written for the 
Azure bot framework

❖ Pieces of the conversations are split up 
into various “dialogs”



Dialogs
❖ Main dialog

➢ Entry point

➢ Redirects the user to either search or route 

dialog

➢ Reads back search results and allows users to 

book loads

❖ Search dialog
➢ Collects information necessary to perform a 

load search by parameters

❖ Route dialog
➢ Collects information necessary to perform a 

load search by load number



Testing
❖ Find load from source to destination
❖ Specify equipment type

➢ Dry Van, Flatbed, Reefer, & Power Only

❖ Number of empty miles
❖ Search by load number
❖ Place offer

➢ Book immediately (if applicable)

❖ Ask for more details on load
➢ Total loaded miles, payload weight, & 

equipment type

➢ Each stop provided by load

■ location , date & time



What We’ve Learned
❖ Endpoint Restrictions

➢ J.B. Hunt test endpoints mirror info from Prod

➢ PII exists in test data too, unable to use directly

■ Fixture data was created to mimic 

services instead

❖ Analytics for another time
➢ Need better understanding from a business 

perspective to identify what should be tracked 

for A/B testing, etc.

➢ More time to test other aspects



Potential Impacts
❖ Not production ready due to endpoint 

restrictions
❖ Can serve as a POC for future 

comparison against existing voice 
technologies and implementations
➢ Google’s DialogFlow



Future Work
❖ Implement services to call endpoints and 

return data without PII
❖ Implement Analytics via Azure 

Application Insights
❖ Allow for dialog backtracking
❖ Improve TTS module for more authentic 

voice response



Schedule

08/26 -
 09/16

10/01
09/17 -

09/17 -
 11/14

12/13
11/15 -

10/30
10/02 -

Self-study on 
frameworks and 
SDKs

Design 
client app

Implement 
client app

Implement 
server & Design 
and train LUIS 

Deploy, test and 
document



Thank You!


